DVRs - alienHYBRID 4, 8 & 16Ch
Duel IP & Analogue gives you the best of both worlds

✓ D1 Resolution H264 with stunning picture quality
✓ Dual Analogue & IP Camera Inputs
✓ Unlimited Monitoring & Integration of 1000+ DVR / HVRs ✓ Real-Time Recording on all Channels
✓ Records IP Megapixel and Analogue Cameras
✓ Simultaneous Multi-Channel playback

The superb alienHybrid HVR works with both analogue cameras and IP cameras. This makes new systems and upgrades easier all round. Installers
don't have to worry about compatibility and end-users can upgrade their VCR or DVR to the alienHybrid HVR but still use their existing analogue
cameras and add new IP ones as and when needed.
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Instant Detective - allows you to select a specific area in an
image recording and search it for video motion detected events

FREE
remote control

For Example
A car is stolen from a car park. Instant
Detective allows the CCTV operator to select
the area in the camera’s image where the car
had been parked and look for video motion
detection within a given time slot that
occurred only in the depicted area. Any
activity within that area of the camera’s
recorded image can quickly be accessed and
saved for vital video evidence.

Alarm Signals Over IP

Use up to 16 IP cameras to trigger motion detect over
a LAN connection requiring no additional wiring back
to the HVR.

Remote Device Control

Using the CCTV Window software, you can remotely control up to 16
relays from anywhere in the world. Floodlights, electric gates, a bell
box or a sounder can be switched on and off using this superb feature.

DVRs - alienHYBRID 4, 8 & 16Ch
Remote Data Store

In addition to its own massive storage of 8TB (with DVD fitted), the HYBRID can also stream CCTV
recordings to a networked PC or server for additional back up away from the DVR itself.

Live CCTV images on Your Mobile!

Using the latest Smart phones (Symbian, Windows, Blackberry and now iPhone & Android), you can
connect to the alienHYBRID DVR using a mobile phone, see live images and even control PTZ.*

NEW
Software Solutions
Available!
Ask for details

Remote Internet Monitoring

Connect from anywhere in the world and watch live or recorded images on a standard PC or laptop with the free remote monitoring software
supplied. Using the same software, the HYBRID can also be networked to allow users to easily monitor CCTV images from the PC at their desk.

Real-Time Record on All Channels

The alienHYBRID HVR records in real-time video from each of its 4, 8 or 16 camera channels
so you don't need to miss a thing. Each analogue channel can record up to 25FPS in D1 quality.

Email Notification of an Alarm Event

Be alerted of a visitor or an intruder at home when you’re at work, from your business when
you’re not there or wherever you are in the world! The HVR sends an email with 3 JPEG
attachments showing the “activated” CCTV camera image taken before, during and just after
the alarm event occurs.

Electronic Mapping

eMaps can be embedded into the superb CCTV Window software to enable the user an easy
way to select and see images from a camera in a simple & intuitive graphical user interface.

D1 Resolution & UXGA

The alienHYBRID can record in real time on all analogue channels in D1 resolution and up to
UXGA resolution on IP cameras.

Multi-Channel Playback

Operators can see what happened where and when using the HVR’s multi-channel playback
feature to view up to 16 cameras at once on the same screen!

Talkback - 2 Way Audio Feature

The HYBRIDS’s built in 2-way and 2 zone audio channel allows a user to talk back to 2 separate
areas under surveillance using an external speaker such as the Voice Off VOX200.

16Ch Specification

Video Inputs – up to 16x BNC with 8x IP
IP Inputs – up to 16x IP with 8x BNC
H264 Compression
D1 Recording 25 FPS all Ch
Audio Inputs – 16x BNC (Real-Time)
Audio Output – 2x BNC
Talkback Function 2 way Audio
Video Output – 2x BNC (Main/Spot)
Hi-res VGA Output
HDMI Output
Display - 1, 4, 6, 8, 9 & 16 ch
Multi-channel Playback up to 4
Up to 8 x HDD S-ATA (Max Cap16TB size)
PTZ Support (RS485)
Alarm Inputs 16 (& via IP cameras)
Alarm Outputs (4 x remote relays)
VMD, Video Loss or Hardwired Alarm Inputs
Digital Zoom & Privacy Masking
USB & Networked PC Backup
DVD Backup (H264 with Player or Div X)
Network Viewing & Playback via Client
IE viewing or playback
Remote and Mouse Control
19” 2U rack size
Max Size W450 x D470 x H95mm.

PTZ Control

The alienHYBRID HVR can be used either locally or over a network or the Internet to control PTZ cameras on the system. It can use most
protocols and will control cameras via the free client software on a PC or even using a mobile phone* instead of a PTZ keypad. Enhanced zoom
can also be obtained locally using the mouse to select an area of the PTZ display to digitally zoom in.

Easy Back-up

Once recorded on the HDD, recordings can be grouped for fast back up onto a DVD or to an external USB drive. Footage is easy to retrieve
using the free CCTV Window software to back up files over a network or over the internet onto a different PC.
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+ Free DVD writer

PTZ790 - Remote Control Keypad

Free Mobile
Phone Software*

*For compatible phones, see:

www.aliendvr.com

Scan the QR code above
to download the android app!

